General Terms and Conditions of the ENVIEN GROUP
I. General Part
1. Introductory Provisions
1. These General Terms and Conditions (hereinafter referred to as the “GTC”) govern the contractual
relationship between the Slovak companies that are part of the ENVIEN GROUP (hereinafter
referred to as the “EG Company”) and their business partners (hereinafter jointly referred to as the
“Parties”).
2. For the purposes of these GTC, the ENVIEN GROUP companies (EG Companies) are companies with
their registered offices in the Slovak Republic, which are established and operate in accordance
with Slovak law, i.e. one of the following companies:
ENVIRAL, a.s., Trnavská cesta, 920 41 Leopoldov, Company ID No.: 36259233, Business Register:
Trnava District Court, Section Sa, File No. 10293/T
MEROCO, a.s., Trnavská cesta, 920 41 Leopoldov, Company ID No.: 35775203, Business Register:
Trnava District Court, Section Sa, File No. 10441/T
Poľnoservis, a.s., Trnavská cesta, 920 41 Leopoldov, Company ID No.: 35703156, Business Register:
Trnava District Court, Section Sa, File No. 10488/T
ENAGRO, a.s., Trnavská cesta, 920 41 Leopoldov, Company ID No.: 43814808, Business Register:
Trnava District Court, Section Sa, File No. 10469/T
RT LOGISTIC, a.s., Trnavská cesta, 920 41 Leopoldov, Company ID No.: 43814662, Business Register:
Trnava District Court, Section Sa, File No. 10468/T
BPS Hubice, s. r. o., Trnavská cesta 1050, 920 41 Leopoldov, Company ID No.: 46384014, Business
Register: Trnava District Court, Section: Sro, File No: 40447/T
Centrum výskumu a vývoja, s. r. o., Trnavská cesta 1033/7, 920 41 Leopoldov , Company ID No.:
45977429, Business Register: Trnava District Court, Section Sro, File No. 46758/T.
3. Unless otherwise stipulated by the Contract between the EG Company and the Business Partner,
the GTC are deemed to form an integral part thereof.
4. The GTC constitute a single document which consists of 2 parts: the General Part and the Special
Part. Each contractual relationship with the Business Partner is always regulated by the General
Part of the GTC and one of the parts A, B, C, D of the Special Part of the GTC according to the nature
of the contractual commitment.
5. Each Contract between the EG Company and the Business Partner contains a link to a website
where these GTC can be accessed. If the Business Partner does not have Internet access, a copy of
these Terms and Conditions will be provided by the EG Company or sent in an electronic format
upon request to the Business Partner.
6. Any exceptions and arrangements deviating from these GTC will be valid only if agreed in writing
and contained in the Contract between the EG Company and the Business Partner. Specific
exceptions and deviating arrangements always apply to a specific Contract only and their
application to any other contractual relations with the Business Partner is excluded, unless also
agreed in writing in another Contract.
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7. In the event of a discrepancy between the Contract and the applicable legal regulations governing
the Contract, the applicable legal regulations shall prevail. In the event of a discrepancy between
the Contract and the GTC, the Contract shall prevail. In the event of a discrepancy between the
General Part of the GTC and the Special Part of the GTC, the Special Part of the GTC shall prevail.
8. The application of the general terms and conditions of the Business Partner or any other general
terms and conditions is hereby expressly excluded.
9. The EG Company is entitled to unilaterally change the wording of these GTC. Such change will
become effective vis-a-vis the Business Partner on the expiry of the 15th day after the delivery of
the notification of the change by the EG Company, unless the EG Company is notified within the
said period that the Business Partner disagrees with this change. If the Business Partner disagrees
with such change to the GTC and notifies the EG Company thereof in accordance with the previous
sentence, the Contract will terminate on the expiry of the 15th day after the delivery of the
notification of the change. After the change to the GTC is accepted, the EG Company will also
publish the full text in electronic form on its website and in writing at its registered office without
undue delay.
10.These GTC become effective on the date of their acceptance by the EG Company and vis-a-vis the
specific Business Partner on the effective date of the Contract between the Business Partner and
the EG Company.
2. Definitions
For the purposes of the GTC:
“Business Partner” means a legal entity or a natural person entering into a legal relationship
with the EG Company under the Contract.
“EG Company” means one of the ENVIEN GROUP companies (ENVIRAL, a.s., MEROCO, a.s.,
Poľnoservis, a.s., ENAGRO, a.s., RT LOGISTIC, a.s. or BPS Hubice, s. r. o.).
“Contract” means a written document regulating the mutual obligations of the Parties.
“Performance” means the supply of services, goods, works, and any other performances and
the fulfilment of any other obligations under the Contract.
“Parties” mean a joint reference to the EG Company and the Business Partner who have jointly
entered into a legal relationship under the Contract; the “Party” in singular means any party
to the Contract thus concluded.
“Without delay” or “without undue delay” means the time strictly necessary to take the
relevant action, but not more than 8 days.
“Warranty Period” means the period during which the Parties ensure a proper functioning of
the product/work, or that these will be free from defects and fit for use.
“Taxes” mean any taxes, duties or other charges imposed by the competent
authority/applicable laws in relation to the Performance.
“Commercial Code” means Act No. 513/1991 Coll., the Commercial Code, as amended.
“Civil Code” means Act No. 40/1964 Coll., the Civil Code, as amended.
3. Conclusion of the Contract
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1. The contractual relationship between the EG Company and the Business Partner under these GTC
arises either by signing the text of the Contract by authorised representatives of the Parties or by
accepting the proposal to conclude the Contract by the other Party (by delivery of a so-called
“order” of one Party and its subsequent unconditional acceptance by the other Party).
2. Only unconditional acceptance of the Contract proposal is considered as the acceptance of the
Contract proposal (order). Acceptance with any reservations, amendments and changes (e.g.
regarding dates or places of delivery of the Performance) means the rejection of the submitted
Contract proposal (order) and represents a new proposal from the other Party.
3. In the event that the acceptance of the Contract proposal (order) is not delivered to the EG
Company by the Business Partner and the Business Partner starts to perform/deliver under the
Contract, the acceptance of the Contract proposal (order) of the EG Company by the Business
Partner is considered implicit.
4. The Parties agree that the delivery of orders and their subsequent acceptance between the Parties
may also take place in electronic form.
5. The Parties undertake to provide each other with the necessary cooperation in the performance of
their obligations under the Contract and to notify each other of all circumstances and information
which may affect the fulfilment of the terms and conditions agreed in the Contract.
4. Termination of the Contract
1. The Contract between the Parties may be terminated by written Contract.
2. The Contract may be terminated by unilateral written notice in the event of a framework Contract
or if the Performance has been agreed for an indefinite period. The notice period is 3 months and
starts from the first day of the calendar month following the delivery of the written notice.
3. The Contract may be terminated by withdrawal from the Contract for explicitly given reasons and
in the manner as specified in the Contract, in these GTC and in the provisions of Section 344 et seq.
of the Commercial Code.
4. In the case of reasons stipulated in the Contract and these GTC, the EG Company is entitled to
withdraw from the Contract without providing an additional period for the Performance and
without prior notice.
5. Withdrawal from the Contract takes effect on the date of delivery of the written notice of
withdrawal from the Contract to the other Party. Upon withdrawal from the Contract, all rights and
obligations of the Parties under the Contract will terminate, except for the obligation to
compensate the other Party for damage and to pay contractual penalties agreed for the event of
breach of the Contract, and except those stipulated by the provisions of the Contract or the GTC,
which, according to the will expressed by the Parties or given their nature, shall survive the
termination of the Contract.
5. Validity, Changes, Severability of Provisions of the Contract
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1. The Contract becomes valid on the date of its signing by the Parties. By signing the Contract, the
Business Partner declares that it accepts this Contract in full and without reservations.
2. The Contract becomes effective on the date of its validity, unless another date is specified in the
Contract (a so-called deferred effect of the Contract), from which the Contract takes effect.
3. The Contract supersedes all previous Contracts, both oral and written, relating to the Contract or
resulting from negotiations of the Contract between the Parties, which become invalid on the date
of concluding the Contract.
4. The Contract may be amended only by Contract of the Parties in the form of a written numbered
amendment to the Contract.
5. Should any provision of the Contract be or become unenforceable, invalid or ineffective under the
applicable legal regulations, this will not affect the remaining provisions of the Contract. In such an
event, the Parties will agree on a solution which preserves the context and purpose of the given
provision of the Contract.
6. Language, Governing Law and Dispute Resolution
1. These GTC were drawn up in Slovak and were translated into English. In the evet of a discrepancy
between the original version in Slovak and the translation in English, the original version shall
prevail.
2. The Parties agree that the Contract and the legal relations arising out of and in connection with
the Contract, which are not regulated by the Contract or the GTC, are governed by Slovak laws.
3. The Parties will make every effort to resolve any dispute arising out of or in connection with this
Contract by mutual Contract. In the absence of such Contract, the Parties agree to resolve all
disputes arising from the Contract before the competent court of the Slovak Republic with local
and factual jurisdiction.
4. The Parties agree not to apply the provisions of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for
the International Sale of Goods where they could be applied to the contractual relationship.
7. Service of Documents and Communication between the Parties
1. Any documents under or in connection with the Contract will be deemed to be delivered when
delivered by registered mail to the address of the registered office of one of the Parties, by courier
or in person to one of the Parties.
2. If the Parties wish to consider delivery by electronic means (e-mail) as equivalent to the delivery by
post, this must be expressly agreed in the Contract. Usual electronic communication and exchange
of documents related to the Contract (not producing legal effects) between the Parties is accepted
without further action.
3. The document delivery date is also deemed to be the day on which the Party being the addressee
refuses to accept the delivered document or on which the three-day collection period at the post
office for the collection of a document delivered by post to the Party expires, or the day on which
the document delivered by post to the Party is demonstrably marked by the post office “the
addressee has moved out”, “the addressee is unknown” or with any other note of a similar meaning
or, in the case of a courier service, the day on which the document was not delivered to the
addressee because the addressee could not be reached by the courier.
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4. For the purposes of service by post, the addresses indicated as the registered offices of the Parties
in the heading of the Contract will be used, unless the addressee has communicated a new
registered office or another new address for service of documents in writing to the sender. In the
event of any change in the address for service of documents under or in connection with the
Contract, the Party concerned undertakes to notify the other Party in writing of the change in the
address without delay, in which case, the new address duly notified to the Party prior to sending
the document is decisive for service.
5. The Parties agree that the arrangements under this Article do not affect any specific agreements
between the Parties on sending electronic invoices.
8. Protection of Personal Data of the Data Subjects
1. EG Companies process and protect personal data in accordance with the provisions of Regulation
(EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of
natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (hereinafter referred to as the “GDPR”), and Act No.
18/2018 Coll. on Personal Data Protection and on Amendments to Certain Acts (the “Personal Data
Protection Act”) as well as all generally binding implementing legal regulations.
2. During the pre-contractual relations and during the mere contractual relationship with the Business
Partner, the Business Partner may provide the EG Company with personal data of various natural
persons. The Business Partner is aware that if it has provided or intends to provide such personal
data to the EG Company for the purpose of performance of the Contract (e.g. personal data of its
Executive Directors, responsible employees or other individuals (hereinafter referred to as the
“Data Subject”), the Business Partner undertakes and confirms by signing the Contract that all Data
Subjects whose personal data have been or are intended to be provided to the EG Company have
been informed of the possibility of providing their personal data to the EG Company and also about
the particulars of the EG Company’s processing of personal data in accordance with Article 14(1) to
(4) of the GDPR. The EG Company is obliged to provide the Business Partner with the necessary
cooperation upon request.
9. Personal Data Processing – Processing Contract
1. Where the EG Company is deemed as the processor under the GDPR when providing the
Performance under the Contract, it will process the personal data of the Data Subjects provided by
the Business Partner – the controller (hereinafter referred to as the “Personal Data”) in accordance
with the GDPR, the Contract and the following provisions of the GTC.
2. For the purposes of the following provisions of these GTC the terms “Controller”, being the Business
Partner, and “Processor”, being the EG Company, have the same meaning as in the GDPR. The term
“Other Processor” means another processor engaged by the Processor in the processing of the
Personal Data on behalf of the Controller. The term “Third Country” means a country that is not a
Member State of the European Union or a party to the Contract on the European Economic Area.
3. The Controller hereby authorises the Processor to process the Personal Data for the purpose of
providing the services under the Contract.
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4. The Processor is authorised to start processing the Personal Data on behalf of the Controller from
the effective date of the Contract at the earliest.
5. The Processor processes the Personal Data in accordance with the GDPR and the applicable
personal data protection legislation. The Processor, in accordance with Article 32 of the GDPR,
taking into account the latest knowledge, the costs of implementation and the nature, scope,
context and purposes of processing as well as the risk of varying likelihood and severity for the
rights and freedoms of natural persons, will implement appropriate technical and organisational
measures to ensure a level of security of the Personal Data processing appropriate to the risk.
6. The Processor processes the Personal Data only based on documented instructions from the
Controller.
7. In relation to the Personal Data transfer to a Third Country or an international organisation, the
Controller’s instructions are as follows:
 The Processor is entitled to transfer the Personal Data to a Third Country or an
international organisation.
 When transferring the Personal Data to a Third Country or an international
organisation, the Processor must comply with the conditions and rules set out in the
GDPR and the applicable Personal Data protection legislation.
 The Controller may give further instructions to the Processor in relation to Personal
Data processing and to change the instructions given above.
8. The Processor will ensure that persons authorised to process the Personal Data undertake to keep
confidential the information learned, unless bound by the duty of confidentiality under the legal
regulations of a European Union Member State.
9. In accordance with Article 28(2) of the GDPR, the Controller hereby allows engaging Other
Processor(s) in the processing of the Personal Data on behalf of the Controller, provided that the
Processor notifies the Controller in writing of the name/business name, address and other
identification details of the Other Processor. As of the date of signing the Contract, the Processor
has not engaged Other Processors. The Processor shall inform the Controller in writing in advance
of any intended changes concerning the inclusion or replacement of Other Processors, thereby
giving the Controller the opportunity to object to such changes. The Processor shall impose on the
Other Processor the same data protection obligations as set out in these GTC and the Contract by
way of a contract or other legal act, in particular providing sufficient guarantees to implement
appropriate technical and organisational measures in such manner so that the processing meets
the GDPR requirements. Where the Other Processor fails to fulfil its data protection obligations,
the Processor remains fully liable to the Controller for the performance of the Other Processor’s
obligations.
10. The Processor, taking into account the nature of the processing, assists the Controller by
appropriate technical and organisational measures, insofar as this is possible, in the fulfilment of
the Controller’s obligation to respond to requests for exercising the Data Subject’s rights laid down
in Chapter III of the GDPR. The Processor shall assist the Controller in ensuring compliance with the
obligations pursuant to Articles 32 to 36 of the GDPR, taking into account the nature of processing,
and the information available to the Processor. The Processor shall also provide consultations to
the Controller on matters of compliance of the Personal Data processing method with the GDPR or
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other generally binding regulations or notify the Controller of facts that could constitute a breach
of the Regulation or other generally binding regulations.
11. The Processor shall notify the Controller of any Personal Data protection breach within 3 days of
identifying the Personal Data protection breach.
12. At the choice of the Controller, the Processor shall delete or return all Personal Data to the
Controller after the end of the provision of services relating to the Personal Data processing, and
delete existing copies, unless Union or Member State law requires storage of the Personal Data.
13. The Processor shall provide the Controller with all information necessary to prove the fulfilment of
the obligations stipulated in Article 28 of the GDPR. The Processor shall inform the Controller if, in
its opinion, a Controller’s instruction infringes the GDPR or the applicable personal data protection
legislation.
14. The Processor is obliged to enable and contribute to audits and inspections performed by the
Controller or another auditor authorised by the Controller. The purpose of audits and inspections
will be to verify whether the Processor fulfils its obligations arising from the GDPR, the Contract
and these GTC. The Controller shall notify the Processor in writing of the date of the planned audit
at least 10 days in advance.
15. The Controller and the Processor will agree on the specific details of the Personal Data processing
(the subject-matter of processing, duration of processing, the nature and purpose of processing,
the category of the Personal Data, the list of the Personal Data) directly in the Contract. The
Processor is authorised to process also other Personal Data of the Data Subjects to the extent
necessary for their processing for the purpose for which they are processed.
10. Protection of Confidential Information and the Duty of Confidentiality
1. Confidential Information means all facts learned by the Parties in the performance of or in any
connection with the Contract, including any annexes, drawings, records, documents or plans
obtained, prepared or provided for the purpose of performance of the Contract, under or in any
connection with the Contract (hereinafter referred to as the “Confidential Information”).
2. The Parties undertake not to disclose the Confidential Information; this obligation of the Parties
applies for an unlimited time.
3. The obligation not to disclose the Confidential Information does not apply to
 cases where a Party has disclosed the Confidential Information with the prior written consent
of the other Party;
 cases where the law obliges a Party to provide the Confidential Information. The Party
concerned shall inform the other Party of the origination of the obligation to provide the
Confidential Information by law and of the manner and extent to which it has complied with
the obligation;
 cases where a Party has used the Confidential Information or documents in any judicial,
arbitration, administrative and other proceedings concerning the rights and obligations arising
out of or in connection with the Contract.
4. The Parties undertake not to disclose the Confidential Information to third parties or allow third
parties access to the Confidential Information without the prior written consent of the other Party.
However, members of the Parties’ bodies, their employees or other authorised persons, auditors
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or legal and other advisors of the Parties who, regarding the Confidential Information made
available to them, are bound by the duty of confidentiality under law or an agreement with the
Party in question, and other persons who need to be provided with the Confidential Information to
exercise the rights and obligations under the Contract, shall not be considered as third parties.
5. If the Business Partner breaches its duty of confidentiality and protection of the Confidential
Information in accordance with this Article of the GTC, the EG Company is entitled to a contractual
penalty of EUR 10,000 for each individual breach of this duty.
6. Upon termination of the Contract, both Parties shall, at a written request of the Party providing the
Confidential Information, return all information and documents containing the Confidential
Information, and destroy all copies and records containing the Confidential Information and issue
a confirmation thereof upon request.
11. Circumstances Excluding Liability
1. A circumstance excluding liability is any obstacle which has occurred independently of the will of
the liable Party and prevents it from fulfilling its obligation, unless it can be reasonably assumed
that the liable Party could avert or overcome the obstacle or its consequences and that it would
anticipate this obstacle at the time of origination of the commitment.
2. However, the liability will not be excluded by an obstacle which arose only at the time when the
liable Party was in delay with the fulfilment of its obligation or out of its economic situation. Also
usual economic, commercial and business risks, strike, labour unrests, lack of raw materials,
predictable meteorological conditions, delays by subcontractors (unless caused by a circumstance
excluding liability) are not considered to be the circumstances excluding liability.
3. A report on a circumstance excluding liability must be provided without undue delay after the liable
Party has or, with due professional care, could have become aware of the obstacle, but within 10
business days at the latest. If the liable Party fails to comply with this reporting obligation, it cannot
invoke the circumstances excluding liability in respect of a breach of its obligation.
4. If the Party reports the obstacle in due time, the period for the Performance will be extended by
the time during which the obstacle persists. Neither party is entitled to compensation for damage
caused while the circumstances excluding liability persist.
5. If the circumstances excluding liability continue for more than 60 days, either Party is entitled to
unilaterally withdraw from the Contract.
6. When a circumstance excluding liability ceases to exist, the Parties will agree to extend the
deadlines or take other measures that will contribute to the completion of the Performance under
the Contract.
7. If the liable Party invokes a circumstance excluding liability, it shall submit, at the request of the
other Party, adequate evidence which can be provided in such an event, if such obstacle is not
generally known.
12. Illegal Employment
1. Pursuant to Section 7b(5) of Act No. 82/2005 Coll. on Illegal Work and Illegal Employment and on
Amendments to Certain Acts, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Illegal Employment Act”),
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2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

the EG Company may not accept the supply of work or service from a supplier that illegally employs
natural persons.
The supply of work means temporary assignment or intra-holding assignment of an employee
under Section 7b(7) of the Illegal Employment Act.
If a Business Partner domiciled outside the territory of the Slovak Republic supplies the EG Company
with a service under the Contract or the Business Partner provides the EG Company with a domestic
or cross-border supply of work, by signing the Contract the Business Partner represents that it is
not a subject illegally employing a natural person pursuant to Section 7b(5) of the Illegal
Employment Act.
The Parties state that in relation to the conclusion of the Contract the Business Partner has asked
the EG Company to rely on the fact that the representation of the Business Partner contained in
the preceding paragraph is true, complete and correct. The EG Company undertakes to act in
accordance with the previous sentence, as requested by the Business Partner.
The Business Partner undertakes to indemnify and hold the EG Company harmless from costs and
damage arising as a result of relying upon veracity, completeness and correctness of the warranty
specified in second sentence of paragraph 3 (indemnity clause), in particular in case where as a
result of inveracity, incompleteness or incorrectness of the Business Partner’s warranty, the EG
Company will be subject to fine pursuant to Section 7b (8) of Illegal Employment Act (or pursuant
to other law imposing fine for breach of obligation pursuant to Section7b (5) of Illegal Employment
Act).
In case any of the warranty specified in paragraph 3 becomes untrue, incorrect or incomplete, the
Business Partner undertakes to inform the EG Company about such circumstance without undue
delay after gaining knowledge about it.
V In case a fine is imposed with final effect to the EG Company pursuant to Section 7b (8) of Illegal
Employment Act (or pursuant other law imposing fine for breach of obligation pursuant to
Section7b (5) of Illegal Employment Act), the parties to the Contract have agreed that claim of the
EG Company for compensation of costs and damage pursuant to paragraph 5 is considered to be
due upon the day when the decision on imposing of fine becomes final. The EG Company has right
to set off his claim for compensation of damage in the amount of paid fine and all costs pursuant
to paragraph 5 against a claim of the Business Partner for payment of remuneration for supplied
works or services by means of deducting it from the next following due remuneration or
remunerations for supplied works or services.
The EG Company undertakes to inform the Business Partner in writing without undue delay after
payment of the fine pursuant to paragraph 7 about such circumstance, specifying the date of
payment and the next following due remuneration or subsequent remunerations of the Business
Partner which will be set off against compensation for damage in the amount of paid fine and all
connected costs pursuant to paragraph 7. The decision on imposing of fine with indication of its
final effect shall be enclosed with the notice.
The Business Partner undertakes to provide to the EG Company for inspection at any time in the
course of duration of the Contract upon his request documents and personal data of natural
persons involved in providing of works and services to the EG Company in the extent necessary for
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the EG Company to verify whether the Business Partner violates prohibition of illegal employment
pursuant to the Illegal Employment Act, in particular Section 7b (5) of this Act.
10. In case the EG Company determines from the documents provided pursuant to paragraph 9 that
the Business Partner is in breach of Section 7b (5) of the Illegal Employment Act, the EG Company
may withdraw from the Contract.
11.The Business Partner further undertakes to indemnify and hold the EG Company harmless from any
costs and damage being a result of obligation to pay the fine or additional payments pursuant to
Section 7b (2) of the Illegal Employment Act. The parties to the Contract have agreed that such
claim of the EG Company is considered to be due upon arising of the claim for compensation of
costs or damage..
12.The parties to the Contract have agreed that in case a fine or obligation to additional payments is
imposed with final effect to the Business Partner pursuant to Section 7b (2) of the Illegal
Employment Act and in case such obligation is transferred to the EG Company, the EG Company
may set off his claim for compensation of damage in the amount of paid fine and all additional
payments pursuant to paragraph 11 or in the amount of all additional payments and all related
costs pursuant to paragraph 11 against a claim of the Business partner for remuneration for works
or services by deducting from the next following due remuneration or remunerations of the
Business Partner for supplied works or services.
13. The EG Company undertakes to inform the Business Partner in writing without undue delay after
payment of the fine or of additional payments pursuant to paragraph 12 about such payment,
specifying the date of payment and the next following due remuneration or several remunerations
of the Business Partner against which the sum of paid fine and additional costs pursuant to
paragraph 11 or additional payments and all related costs pursuant to paragraph 11 will be
deducted as a result of set-off performed pursuant to paragraph 12.
13. Financial Terms and Conditions
1. Unless otherwise stipulated in the Contract, the price for the Performance and all its components,
calculations and budgets are quoted excluding VAT. The applicable VAT at a rate under the special
VAT regulation effective at the time of issuing the invoice will be added to the price excluding VAT.
2. The prices quoted in the Contract are fixed and unchangeable. Any price changes may only be made
if specified in the Contract and/or required by applicable law.
3. The Business Partner’s invoices will be valid and accepted by the EG Company only if they contain
all information required by the Contract, the GTC and the applicable regulations, and if the activities
under the Contract on the basis of which the Business Partner issues an invoice have been properly
and timely carried out.
4. If a Business Partner’s invoice does not contain the particulars stipulated by the Contract, the GTC,
the applicable legal regulations, or if the information contained in the invoice is incorrect or does
not comply with the terms and conditions agreed in the Contract, the EG Company is entitled to
return the invoice to the Business Partner for correction and completion without payment. The new
maturity period of the corrected invoice will begin on the date of its delivery to the EG Company.
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5. All payments are made by the EG Company by bank transfer, in the manner and within the deadlines
specified in the Contract or in the GTC. For this purpose, the Business Partner will provide the
complete details of its bank account to the EG Company.
6. The Business Partner declares that it is the owner of the bank account specified in the heading of
the Contract and undertakes to only state the number of this account on any invoices issued under
the Contract.
7. If the Parties agree in the Contract to send an invoice to the electronic address specified in the
Contract, such Contract of the Parties is deemed to mean the consent of the recipient of goods or
services under Act No. 222/2004 Coll. on Value Added Tax to the issuance and receipt of invoices
in electronic form. This electronic invoice is deemed to be a tax document within the meaning of
Section 71(1)(b) of Act No. 222/2004 Coll. on Value Added Tax.
8. The invoice will be issued by the entitled Party, and paid by the liable Party in the euro currency,
unless other currency is stipulated by the Contract.
14. Assignment of Rights and Claims, Offsetting
1. The Business Partner may not assign or transfer, in whole or in part, the rights or claims arising from
the Contract to third parties, or perform any other activities which for any reason result in any
changes to all or any of the above rights or claims or parts thereof without the prior written consent
of the EG Company. Otherwise, the Business Partner is obliged to pay the EG Company a
contractual penalty of 100% of the value of the assigned or transferred claim.
2. The EG Company is entitled at any time to set off any financial claim due against the Business
Partner (including, for example, a claim for a contractual penalty imposed in accordance with the
provisions hereof) against any financial claim of the Business Partner due against the EG Company.
The Business Partner is not entitled to unilaterally set off any of its claims against the EG Company
against any mutual claim of the Business Partner against the EG Company without the prior written
consent of the EG Company.
15. Damages, Contractual Penalties
1. The Business Partner is liable for any damage caused to the EG Company by breach of its legal or
contractual obligations or by its activities in the performance of the Contract.
2. The Business Partner shall compensate the EG Company for the damage caused in full, in
compliance with Section 373 et seq. of the Commercial Code.
3. The Business Partner shall compensate the EG Company for damage to the proven extent within
the period specified by the EG Company in the request for damages, together with the statement
of damages.
4. Unless otherwise agreed in the Contract, the Business Partner undertakes to indemnify the EG
Company for all obligations, damages, fines, lawsuits, taxes, liabilities, expenses and costs (including
reasonable legal fees) that the EG Company will have to incur or will suffer, and which relate to or
arise from a direct or indirect breach of any representation, guarantee or obligation of the Business
Partner under the Contract or these GTC.
5. If the Contract or the GTC stipulate that a breach of a contractual obligation gives the affected Party
the right to claim a contractual penalty in a certain amount, the breaching Party is obliged to pay
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this contractual penalty. A claim for a contractual penalty under the Contract will only arise
provided that the affected Party requests the breaching Party in writing to pay the contractual
penalty; this claim is then payable within the period specified in the written request for payment of
the contractual penalty.
6. Unless otherwise stipulated by the Contract or the GTC, the exercising of the right to the contractual
penalty is without prejudice to the right of the affected Party to full compensation for damage (also
damage in excess of the contractual penalty) caused as a result of a breach of obligation that is
subject to the contractual penalty by the breaching Party.
16. VAT Representations
1. By signing the Contract the Business Partner represents by his signature that in his case and with
respect to the Business Partner being natural person in case of legal entity in which the Business
Partner acts as a statutory representative, member of statutory body or as a shareholder and with
respect to the Business Partner being legal entity in case of a person who acts as a statutory
representative, member of statutory body or as a shareholder of the Business Partner, or in case of
an entity in which the Business Partner’s statutory representative, member of statutory body or
shareholder acts as a statutory representative, member of statutory body or as a shareholder, there
is no ground for termination of currently existing registration for value added tax duty pursuant to
Act No. 222/2004 on value added tax as amended („Act on VAT“), in particular on the ground that
 he does not conduct or has ceased to conduct business pursuant to Section 3 of Act on
VAT,
 repeatedly within a calendar year fails to submit value added tax return or VAT control
statement,
 repeatedly within a calendar year fails to settle own value added tax duty,
 is repeatedly not reachable at the address of registered office, place of business or in
business premises,
 or repeatedly breaches obligations in the course of tax supervision pursuant to Act on VAT.
Parties to the Contract have agreed that the representations provided in the previous
sentence are deemed to be repeated in every moment of duration of the Contract or until
the termination of tax duty of the Business Partner pursuant to Act on VAT concerning the
Contract.
2. Parties to the Contract stipulate that the representations provided in the previous paragraph 1 are
deemed to be repeated in every moment of duration of the Contract or until the termination of tax
duty of the Business Partner pursuant to Act on VAT concerning the Contract.
3. In case any of the representations specified in paragraph 1 becomes untrue, incorrect or
incomplete, the Business Partner undertakes to inform the EG Company about such circumstance
without undue delay after gaining knowledge about it.
4. The Business Partner also undertakes to compensate the EG Company for any damage caused as a
result of breach of the Business Partner's obligations under paragraph 2 of this Article of the GTC,
including all related costs (in particular the costs of paid fines imposed by the competent tax office,
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of the services of tax, accounting or other advisors and other costs in accordance with legal
regulations effective in the Slovak Republic).
17. Occupational Safety and Health (OSH), Fire Protection and Environmental Protection
Obligations
1. The following provisions apply only if the Business Partner enters the premises of the EG Company
during the performance of the Contract.
2. The Business Partner undertakes to comply with the principles of occupational safety and health
(hereinafter as “OSH”), the principles of fire protection (hereinafter as “FP”), the principles of
environmental protection (hereinafter as “EP”), prevention of major industrial accidents
(hereinafter also referred to as “MIAP”), and waste management (hereinafter as “WM”) in
accordance with the generally binding legislation of the Slovak Republic during the Contract
performance. The Business Partner is obliged to follow the valid legislation of the Slovak Republic
in the field of OSH, FP, EP, MIAP and WM.
3. The Business Partner undertakes to become familiar with the EG Company's internal regulations in
the field of OSH, FP, EP, MIAP and WM (hereinafter the “Internal OSH Regulations”) relating to the
Contract performance, which are available on the EG Company's website, link:
https://www.enviral.sk/sk/dokumenty-bozp (also valid for the company of EG BPS Hubice, s.r.o.)
https://www.meroco.sk/sk/dokumenty-bozp
https://www.polnoservis.sk/sk/dokumenty-bozp
https://www.enagro.sk/sk/dokumenty-bozp
https://www.rtlogistic.sk/sk/dokumenty-bozp
and to adhere to the obligations stipulated therein.
4. Three days prior to the commencement of works on the Contract performance, but no later than
on the day of commencement of such works, the Business Partner shall deliver to the EG Company
a signed list of all Business Partner's Employees (including any subcontractors) who have been
demonstrably notified of the Internal OSH Regulations. To perform works in the EG Company's
premises, buildings or sites, the Business Partner undertakes to only use the Business Partner's
Employees or persons duly notified of the EG Company's Internal OSH Regulations. During the
performance of the Work, the Business Partner undertakes to follow the EG Company's instructions
in the field of OSH, FP, EP, MIAP and WM.
5. The EG Company is entitled to unilaterally change the Internal OSH Regulations, while the current
wording of the Internal OSH Regulations can be found on the EG Company's website (link given
above). Changes to the EG Company's Internal OSH Regulations shall come into effect with respect
to the Business Partner on the fifth business day after the day when the EG Company notifies the
Business Partner of such changes. The EG Company shall communicate the changes to the Internal
OSH Regulations via e-mail to the address of the Business Partner's representative responsible for
technical
6. The Business Partner shall ensure that the principles of OSH, FP, EP, MIAP and WM stipulated by
the valid legislation as well as the EG Company’s Internal OSH Regulations are complied with by the
Business Partner's Employees (including any subcontractors). The Business Partner shall be
responsible for the safety and health protection of the Business Partner's own Employees (including
any subcontractors), for their prescribed personal protective equipment and for their demonstrable
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acquaintance in accordance with the OSH, FP and EP regulations.
7. In case of breach of the Internal OSH regulations by the Business Partner, the EG Company has the
right to claim payment of the contractual penalty in the amount stipulated together with a specific
constituent elements of the obligation violation in the document called “OSH Contractual Penalties”
(hereinafter as “OSH Contractual Penalties”; forms an attachment of the document OSH Rules). By
signing the Contract, the Business Partner declares that it has become familiar with and understood
the OSH Contractual Penalties document.
8. The EG Company is entitled to check compliance with the Internal OSH Regulations by the Business
Partner and its subcontractors (e.g. also by checking the Business Partner's employees for alcohol,
narcotic or psychotropic substances). In the event of violation of the Internal OSH Regulations, the
EG Company is entitled to suspend the works at the site of the violation until the problem is
resolved, whereby such suspension shall not entitle the Business Partner to postpone the
contractually agreed deadlines or to claim additional costs or to increase the Price of the Work and
the EG Company is entitled to claim a contractual penalty from the Business Partner in accordance
with the OSH Contractual Penalties. Violation of Internal OSH Regulations and/or OSH Contractual
Penalties shall be recorded in the Construction Daily Log, if not available, in the OSH Inspection
Report signed by the representatives of the Parties responsible for technical matters or the EG
Company's representative responsible for technical matters and other witnesses of the event, in
particular in cases where the responsible representative of the Business Partner refuses to sign such
a record. In case of repeated violation of the Internal OSH Regulations and OSH Contractual
Penalties, the EG Company is entitled to withdraw from the Contract, provided that the costs
associated with securing a new contractor will be borne by the Contractor
9. In the event that the Business Partner's Employee (and any subcontractor), when performing
activities in the interest of the EG Company, causes a work accident, fire, traffic accident or
environmental pollution in the EG Company's premises, the Business Partner undertakes to inform
without undue delay the EG Company's contact person for health and safety as referred to in the
Contract and further undertakes to provide cooperation in order to investigate and clarify the
incident.
10.The Business Partner shall be fully liable to the EG Company for any damage incurred by the
Business Partner in breach of obligations under applicable legal regulations, including any penalties
imposed on the EG Company by the relevant administrative or public authorities.
11.Before the start of works on the Contract performance, all Business Partner's Employees
participating in the performance of the work in the EG Company's premises shall be obliged to
complete the initial training valid until the end of the calendar year.
12.Particularly serious violation of the Internal OSH Regulations and OSH Contractual Penalties by the
Business Partner shall result in (in addition to the contractual penalty) a permanent prohibition of
the person who caused the violation to perform any work for the EG Company. A particularly
serious violation of OSH, FP, EP, MIAP and WM regulations is considered a violation that is
objectively capable of endangering health, life and/or causing considerable damage. The Parties
have agreed that the considerable damage is damage exceeding the amount of €26 600.
13.The Business Partner shall take all necessary measures to ensure that its activities do not impair the
safety of persons located in the EG Company's premises and prevent any damage in terms of health,
environment, fire and transport. In addition, the Business Partner shall inform the EG Company
without undue delay of any fact that prevents or impedes the performance of the Work and any
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related activities, or could cause damage to the EG Company or third parties, in particular if there
is a lack of safety and health, fire protection and environmental protection
14.The Business Partner is obliged to maintain order and cleanliness in the premises of the EG
Company and to continuously remove waste and impurities resulting from its activity to the place
designated for this by the EG Company. The Business Partner is also obliged to maintain order and
cleanliness on the adjacent roads.
15. The Business Partner is obliged and undertakes to dispose of waste in accordance with the Act No.
79/2015 Coll. on Waste, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Waste Act”).
16. The Business Partner is obliged to dispose of dangerous substances (petroleum substances,
chemicals, etc.) in accordance with the requirements of the Act No. 364/2004 Coll. on Waters, as
amended, so as to avoid endangering and contaminating water, prevent extraordinary
deterioration or endangerment of water quality, and in cases where the Business Partner's activities
cause contamination of surface or underground water, to report this fact to the EG Company
without delay and take the necessary measures to prevent further deterioration of water quality
17. The Business Partner shall not bring any dangerous substances, alcohol, narcotic and psychotropic
substances into the EG Company's premises, and may only bring dangerous substances into the EG
Company's premises if it is necessary for the performance of the Contract and upon prior notice to
the EG Company, in which case it is obliged to provide a safety data card in accordance with specific
legislation
18. Violation of any of the Business Partner's obligations set forth in this Article of the GTC shall be
deemed to be a material breach of the Contract and may be a reason for withdrawal from the
Contract by the EG Company.
18. EU and National Public Funding
Where the subject-matter of the commitment with the Business Partner is implemented under a
project financed from the EU funds or from national public funds, the Business Partner undertakes
to tolerate an inspection/audit by the competent inspection authority related to the delivered
goods, works and services financed from these funds and to provide the parties carrying out the
inspection/audit with all necessary cooperation.
In Leopoldov on 1.9.2020
ENVIEN GROUP Companies:
ENVIRAL, a.s.
MEROCO, a.s.
Poľnoservis, a.s.
ENAGRO, a.s
RT LOGISTIC, a.s.
BPS Hubice, s. r. o.
Centrum výskumu a vývoja, s. r. o.
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